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Abstract

In Mobile Ad Hoc network (MANET), various protocols and known location services that are used keeps growing, it is necessary for MANET mobile nodes to identify their neighbor’s position for effective and truthful communication. However, this MANET process is quite negotiable by attacking mobile node and retrieving their information of respective locations in MANET. Hence it is very essential to have proficient method of discovering neighbors to avoid such attacks for high level security. In recent days, various methods are presented for verifying neighbor positions, but those methods absorbs few limitations with respect to performance. In this paper, “Improving Performance of Neighbor discovery In MANET by Using Threshold value and Time out parameter” the protocol offers false positive and false negative rate improvement within the existence of various attacks for improving the performance of an existing method (NPV) parameters such as; threshold value and time out are introduced. This new protocol fundamentally deals with Mobile Ad Hoc network where a persistent infrastructure is unavailable and the location identification is necessarily learnt via. Node to node communication. Such scenario is highly noticeable because it has a loophole for oppositional nodes to abuse the location based services.
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